
  

Rough interfaces
and

Elastic lines in disordered systems

1-Basic concepts
● Ferromagnetic domain wall
● Simplified models, interactions
● Random walk
● Fluctuations: Roughness

2-Theoretical formulation
● Correlation functions
● Family-Vicsek scaling
● Edwards-Wilkinson equation

3-Universality
● Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation
● Mullins-Herring equation
● Universality classes
● Distribution functions
● Anomalous scaling

4-Disordered media
● Quenched disorder
● Directed polymer in random media
● Ground state and transfer matrix
● Energy fluctuations
● Thermal effects

5-Depinning transition
● Experimental results
● Critical phenomena analogy
● Correlation lengths
● Dynamic regimes, thermal effects



  

Quenched disorder

Quenched disorder

Basic dynamic equation: EW + KPZ + force + temperature + quenched noise



  

Quenched disorder

Quenched disorder

Basic dynamic equation: EW + KPZ + force + temperature + quenched noise

What is the basic effect of the quenched disorder?

competition between elasticity and disorder



  

Quenched disorder

Quenched disorder

elasticity disorder

the interface tends to be flat the interface tends to be rough

the system minimizes the 
energy by pinning to impurities



  

Quenched disorder

Quenched disorder

Hamiltonian:

: disorder potential

Random field Random bond

the interface has a memory of 
the disorder left behind

the interface explores the disorder 
point by point



  

Quenched disorder

Quenched disorder

Random field Random bond

the interface has a memory of 
the disorder left behind

the interface explores the disorder 
point by point

up-down symmetry broken



  

Quenched disorder

Quenched disorder

Random bond

but the exponent is wrong!!!

the roughness exponent is larger than with pure elasticity

disorder roughens the interface

Random Manifold
Flory exponent
(for the RB case)



  

Directed polymer

Quenched disorder

“elastic” energy cost

quenched disordered potential

if                      then we have a random walk with

if               is random,  then we expect 

solid-on-solid condition

effective elasticity – correlations

(the EW roughness exponent is equivalent to the random-walk normal-diffusion exponent)



  

Quenched disorder

Problem: what is the minimum energy
                path of length   ?

first, search the path arriving at            with minimum energy

then, keep only the minimun energy path

Directed polymer
Transfer matrix



  

Quenched disorder

first, search the path arriving at            with minimum energy

then, keep only the minimun energy path

in agreement with

Kardar,PRL, 55, 2923, 1985

Directed polymer
Transfer matrix



  

Directed polymer

Quenched disorder

roughness



  

Directed polymer

Quenched disorder

diffusive (elastic) term



  

Directed polymer

Quenched disorder

directed polymer partition function

the partition function obeys the Cole-Hopf equation
(diffusion equation with multiplicative noise)

disroder average



  

Directed polymer

Quenched disorder

directed polymer free energy

Hopf
transformation

free energy evolution equation

Cole-Hopf equation



  

Directed polymer

Quenched disorder

directed polymer free energy

Hopf
transformation

KPZ
free energy evolution equation



  

Directed polymer

Quenched disorder

KPZ

(KPZ equation → directed polymer → random manifold roughness exponent)

free energy evolution equation

KPZ               DP              RM



  

Thermal effects

Quenched disorder

competition between thermal and disorder fluctuations

thermal effects dominates at short length scales, 
but disorder wins at large length scales

: thermal length

Iguain et al,PRB, 80, 094201, 2009



  

Thermal effects

Quenched disorder

BUT!!

with 
      as a perturbation at 
very short length scales

Nattermann, Shapir, Vilfan,PRB, 42, 8577, 1990

Variational Gaussian approach

directed polymer with transfer matrix at finite T

r is fixed small largeBustingorry, Le Doussal, Rosso,PRB, 82, 140201, 2010

Agoritsas, Lecomte, Giamarchi,PRB, 82, 184207, 2010
Agoritsas, et al,PRE, 86, 031144, 2012



  

Thermal effects

Quenched disorder

BUT!!

with 
      as a perturbation at 
very short length scales

Nattermann, Shapir, Vilfan,PRB, 42, 8577, 1990

Variational Gaussian approach
Agoritsas, Lecomte, Giamarchi,PRB, 82, 184207, 2010
Agoritsas, et al,PRE, 86, 031144, 2012

directed polymer with transfer matrix at finite T

Bustingorry, Le Doussal, Rosso,PRB, 82, 140201, 2010



  

Thermal effects

Quenched disorder

Agoritsas, Lecomte, Giamarchi, PRB, 82, 184207, 2010
Agoritsas, Lecomte, Giamarchi,PhysB, 407, 1725, 2012
Agoritsas et al, PRE, 86, 031144, 2012

low-temperature
regime

high-temperature
regime

crossover??

free energy correlations

high-Tlow-T



  

Thermal effects

Quenched disorder

Agoritsas, Lecomte, Giamarchi, PRB, 82, 184207, 2010
Agoritsas, Lecomte, Giamarchi,PhysB, 407, 1725, 2012
Agoritsas et al, PRE, 86, 031144, 2012

high-T

low-T

low-temperature
regime

high-temperature
regime

crossover??

free energy correlations
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